
Introduction to Cryptography
TEK 4500 (Fall 2021)

Problem Set 7

Problem 1. (Optional):
Read more about the Dual EC DBRG story.

• Where did I leave my keys? Lessons from the Juniper Dual EC incident [CMG+18]. Short
version of the full academic paper [CCG+16].

• Various blog posts by Matthew Green:

– On the Juniper backdoor (link).
– The strange story of “Extended Random” (link).
– The Many Flaws of Dual EC DRBG (link).
– Hopefully the last post I’ll ever write on Dual EC DRBG (link).
– Looking back at the Snowden revelations (link).
– RSA warns developers not to use RSA products (link).
– A few more notes on NSA random number generators (link).

• Dual EC: A Standardized Back Door [BCKL15], summary article with a good timeline
of the different events.

• Who replaced the Q value in Juniper’s ScreenOS? A very recent Bloomberg article
provides more details: Juniper Breach Mystery Starts to Clear With New Details on Hack-
ers and U.S. Role (link).

• Dual EC DRBG, good summary site with plenty of links for further reading (link).

Problem 2. How random are you?
Are you a good source of randomness? Try to “beat” the oracle at https://people.
ischool.berkeley.edu/~nick/aaronson-oracle/, which attempts to predict your next
key press. Problem passed if you manage to get it down to 50% (be honest!).
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https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2015/12/22/on-juniper-backdoor/
https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2017/12/19/the-strange-story-of-extended-random/
https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2013/09/18/the-many-flaws-of-dualecdrbg/
https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2015/01/14/hopefully-last-post-ill-ever-write-on/
https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2019/09/24/looking-back-at-the-snowden-revelations/
https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2013/09/20/rsa-warns-developers-against-its-own/
https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2013/12/28/a-few-more-notes-on-nsa-random-number/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2021-09-02/juniper-mystery-attacks-traced-to-pentagon-role-and-chinese-hackers
https://projectbullrun.org/dual-ec/index.html
https://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~nick/aaronson-oracle/
https://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~nick/aaronson-oracle/
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Figure 1: PRG security experiment and PRG-advantage definition for a function
G : {0, 1}` → {0, 1}L.

Problem 3.
The linear congruential generator is a very simple PRNG defined as follows for a public mod-
ulus m and private constants a, b:

si ← (a · si−1 + b) (mod m) (1)

Here 0 ≤ s0 ≤ m − 1 is the initial (secret) seed, and all the si’s are the output of the
generator for i > 0.

Explain how you can completely break the linear congruential generator, assuming
you’ve observed s1, s2, . . .

Note: In class we only defined PRNG’s as operating on bits (and returning bits), but it’s
perfectly fine to define them on other domains and ranges too. In this case you should
compare the output of the generator with a sequence of truly random numbers 0 ≤ xi ≤
m− 1.

Problem 4.
LetG be a secure PRNG. In all of the following cases, determine whetherG′ is also a secure
PRNG.
a) G′(s) = G(s), where s is the bitwise complement of s (i.e., all of the bits in s flipped).
b) G′(s) = G(s)

c) G′(s) = G(0|s|‖s)

d) G′(s) = G(s)‖G(s+ 1)
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e) G′(s) = G(s)‖s

f) G′(s) = G(s)‖G(s)

Problem 5. [Problem 3.21 in [BS]]
In this exercise we’ll see that a secure PRNG can fail to be secure if the seed is not uniformly
distributed. Let G : {0, 1}` → {0, 1}L be a secure PRNG.
a) Define a new PRNG G′ : {0, 1}`+1 → {0, 1}L+1 as follows:

G′(s‖t) = G(s)‖t,

where s ∈ {0, 1}` and t ∈ {0, 1}. Show that G′ is a secure PRNG.
b) Suppose the seed for G′ chosen so that the last bit t is always 0. Show that this makes

G′ insecure. What’s the advantage of your attack?
c) Construct a secure PRNG G′′ : {0, 1}`+1 → {0, 1}L+1 that becomes insecure if its seed

is chosen so that the parity of the bits in the seed is always 0.
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